
“T he opposite of security is insecurity, and the only way 

to overcome insecurity…is to take risks.”

—Sigmund Freud

Why is a profession so universally accused of being dominated by extreme egos influ-

enced so much by what other people think? Perhaps in this way design is a close cousin

of acting. They share the fragile external psyche of needing to be seen as pure genius

and the crippling internal fear of being perceived as a shallow front. 

Are designers undermined by insecurity, or does it serve to motivate them? Every

design, after all, is a personal, intangible piece of the designer, an emotional expression.

At the core, designers want and need approval. An affirmation. Success in the market-

place should perhaps be good enough, but it is not. Modern designers require the affir-

mation of peer groups, the acknowledgment of formal awards and titles. They need

recognition, publication and praise. By allowing their egos to be nurtured and co-opted 

in this way, designers may present themselves as lacking the courage of true conviction.

They send a subtle message that they do not believe in the mission, the idea that when

all else is equal, design is the deciding factor.
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Design circles today are dominated psychologically
by the idea that China will be leading the charge in the
near future. Some designers are paralyzed by the very
thought. This “Asia envy” is forcing designers throughout
the world to change the way they approach the practice.
It is forcing design to take risks. 

Today more than ever it is important to make busi-
nesses recognize that they are dependent on designers
to define the problem to be solved, as well as to solve
this problem. After a decade spent focusing attention 
on learning software skills, facing this kind of new world-
order can create all kinds of anxiety. Schools that for
years have been emphasizing the teaching of tactical
skills will find their worlds thrown into turmoil. Change
can be frightening. Altering behavior can be risky. It fuels
insecurity. If it is true that the back end of the design
process may move off-shore or be delegated to low-cost
providers, what does this mean for the future of design?

Design is a global and humanistic endeavor that c re-
ates artifacts, artifacts that reveal the collective ethos of a
society when analyzed decades later. For example,
t o d a y ’s water-cooler conversations about how Americans
as a society are becoming heavier will be seen years fro m
now in new designs, such as wider airline seats and larg-

er hospital gurneys. But what chronicles the collective
mindset of the profession that creates these artifacts? 

Globalization is the explanation for every business
challenge today. Globalization seems like a new priority,
but in fact it has cycled over the decades. Before the
Great Depression, globalization was every bit as preva-
lent as today. Globalization was predominant after World
War II; it was later mitigated by the US prosperity of the
1950s. In the early ’70s, Japan was the competition.
Today we are told it is China.  

The challenges facing design will be overcome if
designers are willing to understand them, change behav-
iors and take some risks. Therein lies fertile ground for the
growth and vitality of the profession. Design is a pro f e s-
sion that has been written off all too quickly too many
times. Twenty years from now design will still be vital as
long as designers act like they believe it will. If the board-
room is expected to sit up and listen, the perf o rm a n c e
must be credible and Oscar- w o rt h y. After all, when pro d-
ucts from competing companies cost the same and work
equally as well, design will be the only thing that makes 
a diff e rence. Of this we can be confident.

Regards, 
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